
Intrinsically safe without additional protective devices

Cross-strapping without bundle turning
A very special product novelty introduced by the SMB Schwede Maschinenbau GmbH, 
Goldkronach is the fully automated cross-strapping machine for the graphic industry. The 
so-called „SMB INLINE“  is able to perform cross-strapping without product rotation with a 
capacity of 32 bundles per minute. This process functions without additional, obstructive 
protective devices.

PACKAGING MACHINES

The premium technology, 100 percent 
„made in Germany“, is used world-
wide. In regard to its development 
completely from one source, over 30 
years of experience, coupled with the 
visions of a young and creative team 
guarantee optimal customer value: 
„SMB INLINE“ meets the CE stan-
dard with its unique concept “Safe 
and Open” of forgoing safety doors. 
Applying this SAO principle, the tar-
get of the intrinsically safe machine 
has been developed and achieved. 
Via SMB SMART TOUCH, the system 
is extremely user-friendly and can 
be operated absolutely intuitively.

Combination variability
The harmonious combination of 

the two sub-systems SMB INO (longi-
tudinal strapping machine) and SMB 
PRO (cross-strapping machine) result 
in minimum requirements for the 
SMB INLINE footprint; combination 
variants include � rst longitudinal, 

then cross-strapping or vice versa. In 
particular, the longitudinal strapping 
is the innovation on the packaging 
market. Here, the principle of cross-
strapping with all its respective ad-
vantages was transferred to longitu-
dinal strapping. So now twisting or 
contorting of the strap, endangering 
smooth runningis is no longer neces-
sary. This results in a signi� cantly re-
duced strap wear and only an insigni-
� cant remaining wear of the strap gui-
de. The implementation takes place 
by means of the latest drive techno-
logy. It does not require a pneumatic 
connection and is unique worldwide 
according to company statements.

Design follows function
In the present design and with 

the respective technical implemen-
tation, SMB INLINE has been fully tes-
ted and ready for serial production 
since autumn 2011. Both the PRO and 
the INO can be used as stand-alone 
strapping units. However, customers 
tend to use them together for cross 
strapping purposes. A key novelty 
with SMB INO is also that – for the � rst 
time – on request, bundle stop bars in 
a longitudinal strapping machine can 
be used in such a machine without 
problems.

SMB INLINE was designed accor-
ding to the principle of „design follows 
function“, i.e. safety, usability and ac-

cessibility and were and are key de-
sign drivers, that have also in� uenced 
the aesthetics of the machine.

The operator side with the best er-
gonomics allows for full access to the
packet to be processed, to the cont-
rols as well as to the strapping techno-
logy by extraction (ETS).

Easy-to-service principle (ETS)
Customers encounter the tech-

nology as operating sta�  during the 
actual production process, but also 
as maintenance personnel when ser-
vicing the machine. Experts from SMB 
only judge their products as inno-
vative when all groups of people are 
included in the optimized solutions. 
“This corporate philosophy resulted 
in easy-to-service, a real revolution in 
the accessibility during maintenance 
and repair work. 

For instance, with SMB INO, the 
entire ‚inner life‘ of the machine can 

„The fact that SMB INLINE, and thus also the con-
cept of the intrinsically safe machine, have been 
very well received on the market since its intro-
duction last autumn, has already been re� ected 
by the sales � gures. The award of an order by the 
Ippen Group has con� rmed us in what we do, the 
onslaught of customers at drupa, however, has 
overwhelmed us,“ said Horst Wolf Schöttner.

Cross-strapping 
without

bundle turning, fully
equipped, at

convincing
value-for-money.
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be pulled out on stable telescopic 
rails via a simple two-grip mecha-
nism during the running production, 
in order to carry out cleaning, the ex-
change of strap coils or the remedy of 
malfunctions. A few simple steps a-
chieve, what otherwise can only be 
done by technically savvy professio-
nals, which requires time and manpo-
wer that should not be underestima-
ted. “ETS thus helps in such a simple 
and intuitive way to bring machine 
availability to the highest level“, says 
Horst Wolf Schöttner, Director of 
Marketing & Sales for SMB Schwede 
Maschinenbau GmbH about the de-
velopment.

Example from practice
The Ippen Group, one of the lar-

gest Newspaper Groups of the Fede-
ral Republic of Germany, has opted 
for the full introduction of the latest 
cross-strapping installation without 
product rotation, the SMB INLINE. A 
signi� cant number of complete sys-
tems rolls o�  the assembly line as of 
June, in order to perform their duty 
in the modern printing houses of the 
Ippen Group. SMB-INLINE with its mi-
nimal footprint and its � exible � elds 
of application o� ers entirely new per-
spectives even to the dispatch-room 
planners. 

Language-independent
icon operation system

The operation system of the SMB 
SMART TOUCH combines two contra-
dictory requirements: everything at 
one glance, but no information over-
load.

The strapping machines partly 
adjust themselves to the required 
production parameters. Additionally, 
they are adjustable to the required 
parameters. This task is often a great 
challenge for many users, as one has 
to click through countless, meaning-
less menu structures. Here, the display 
has been clearly designed. The graphi-
cal illustration provides direct access 
to the machine function, and it works 
mainly language-independent. This 
helps the user (user, operator) and the 
service units in equal measure.

Safe-and-Open (SAO)
Work safety at high production speed is often achieved by means of safety 
devices. Alternatively, the SAO design combines all interests in one solu-
tion, i.e. work safety at high productivity via a safe design of the assembly 
group. Thus, eliminating inconvenient and cost-intensive protective de-
vices becomes possible. Your advantage: Safe, direct operator access in case 
of product malfunctions during production actively reduces your accident 
quota and increases the productivity of your business.

Direct Access Technology (DAT)
The Direct-Access-Technology allows direct access to the strap in the strap 
drive. The strap drive can be opened very quickly without tools by pressing 
an ergonomic control lever. The defective strap or a resulting disturbance 
can be easily dealt with in seconds. After closing the strap drive work can 
continue immediately.

Anti-Strap-Loss-Function (ASLF)
The Anti-Strap-Loss-Function ensures that the strap no longer gets lost in 
the machine and is permanently available for the function modules. The 
machine is thus resilient to malfunction in the production process, which in 
turn increases the machine availability.

Open access,
safe and open: 
the machine for
longitudinal
strapping.

SMB Schwede Maschinenbau Gmbh 
is one of the leading manufac-
turers of high-quality, innovative 
strapping machines for packaging 
solutions with plastic straps.

SMB o� ers a � exible, modular 
product range containing a broad 
spectrum of applications for di� er-
ent industries.
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